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Simple text and photographs describe the plants, animals, and bodies of water that a
bunny can see in the forest.
Get to know scales, shells, and other kinds of amazing animal armor in this engaging
Level 1 Reader from National Geographic Kids, now with more than 125 books from
Pre-reader to Level 3 in the series. Packed with beautiful and engaging photos, kids will
learn all about these fantastic creatures. Learn about animals with shells, scales, and
spikes! This Reader is carefully leveled for an early independent reading or read aloud
experience, perfect to encourage the scientists and explorers of tomorrow!
Are these strange animals the stuff of nightmares or aliens from outer space? Turns
out, they're real undersea animals! Find out how deep-sea creatures use bizarre and
fascinating adaptations to survive in their harsh environments in this Level 3 Reader.
Introduces a plant's life cycle, explaining how seeds grow into flowers and trees.
Describes mummies, both natural and man-made.
PyramidsNational Geographic Books
Travel back to ancient Egypt, visit the great pyramids, read about Cleopatra's life, and
learn about mummies! Young readers can explore the amazing world of ancient Egypt
in this Level 1, 2, and 3 reader collection that contains Ancient Egypt (Level 3),
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Cleopatra (Level 3), Mummies (Level 2), and Pyramids (Level 1). Fascinating
information about ancient history is accompanied by striking photographs that pique
kids' curiosity and inspire them to learn more about the natural world. National
Geographic Readers have been a hit in the beginning reader category, and this book
follows upon that success with the same combination of careful text, brilliant
photographs, and the fun approach to high-interest subjects that has proved to be a
winning formula with kids.
Provides information about owls, including different types of owls, their habitats, diet,
physical characteristics, and behaviors.
Enter into the mysterious world of ancient Egypt and learn about its structures and rituals that
still amaze us today, from the great Step Pyramid to the mummification of pharaohs.
National Geographic Primary Readers is a high-interest series of beginning reading books that
have been developed in consultation with education experts. The books pair magnificent
National Geographic photographs with lively text by skilled children's book authors across four
reading levels.
"Over 1,111 answers to everything"--Cover.
You still see the Egyptian pyramids standing tall today. But do you know who made them and
why they were made? Let this educational book show you the answers! The use of pictures,
along with texts, makes this book a must-have for your little learner. In fact, don't act surprised
if your child asks for this book as bedtime story! Who says only fairy tales make great stories?
Discusses the mysteries of ancient Egypt, and includes facts covering treasure, pyramids,
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mummies, and pharaohs.
This book introduces readers to the colorful Rainbow Mountain in Peru and how this natural
phenomenon came to be. Features include a table of contents, fun facts, infographics, Making
Connections questions, a glossary, and an index. QR Codes in the book give readers access
to book-specific resources to further their learning. Aligned to Common Core Standards and
correlated to state standards. DiscoverRoo is an imprint of Pop!, a division of ABDO.
Bring ancient Egypt back to life with this fun educational book! What makes this book unique is
that it tackles the subject of pharaohs and pyramids in a highly interactive way. There are only
a handful of texts included so there’s more space for pictures, and the imagination. Go ahead
and secure a copy of this learning resource today!
The ancient Egyptian civilization lasted almost 3,000 years! Today, people around the world
still benefit from the innovations of the Egyptians, from ancient papyrus scrolls to early
irrigation systems. This fact-filled title gives readers an up-close glimpse of life in ancient
Egypt, including how people lived, worked, and ruled. Special features include profiles of gods
and leaders, a cause and effect graphic, a time and place matrix, a timeline, and a thoughtprovoking question.

Do you know why the maple leaf is on the flag of Canada? It is a beautiful leaf, but the
reason it was chosen when Canada looked for a new flag in 1994 was because its
maple tree is magic! It produces maple syrup, which is a delicious treat enjoyed by
millions of people in many countries. Most of the world's supply of maple syrup is
produced in cold regions of North America.
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Now is your chance to journey to another dimension—the third dimension! Learn all
about the differences between prisms and pyramids and how to classify both. This title
supports Common Core Math Standards involving area, surface area, and volume.
Travel to ancient Egypt to learn all about its amazing pyramids in this new National
Geographic Kids Reader. The Level 1 text provides accessible, yet wide-ranging,
information for beginning readers about these amazing wonders of the world and their
importance today. From the Trade Paperback edition.
In this Level 3 reader, learn all about how archaeologists unearth history, from Egyptian
pyramids to Incan roads, and everything in between. Travel around the world and back
in time to learn about one of the coolest careers. You'll learn all about what
archaeologists do, from digging through sand to traversing the jungle to diving into
underwater caves. You'll explore exciting discoveries that change our perception of
history and check out some of the newest technologies that let us dig deeper into the
past than ever before. National Geographic Readers' combination of expert-vetted text,
along with brilliant images and a fun approach to reading has proved to be a winning
formula with kids, parents and educators. Level 3 text provides accessible yet wideranging information for fluent readers. Each reader includes text written by an
experienced, skilled children's books author, a photo glossary, and interactive features
in which kids get to reinforce what they've learned in the book.
This title is replete with brilliant photographs and exclusive in-depth coverage including
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Bob Ballard's 1985 discovery.
"Zoinks! Three frightening phantoms are haunting the Pyramids of Giza! It's up to
Scooby-Doo and Mystery Inc. to solve the case. Readers join the gang as they explore
the pyramids, learn about Giza's ancient people, and use the clues to wrap up this
mystery!"--Provided by publisher.
Travel to ancient Egypt to learn all about its amazing pyramids in this new National
Geographic Kids Reader. The Level 1 text provides accessible, yet wide-ranging,
information for beginning readers about these amazing wonders of the world and their
importance today.
The legacy of past civilizations is still with us today. In Ancient Egypt, readers discover
the history and impressive accomplishments of the people of ancient Egypt, including
their extraordinary cultural achievements and feats of construction. Engaging text
provides details on the civilization's history, development, daily life, culture, art,
technology, warfare, social organization, and more. Well-chosen maps and images of
artifacts bring the past to life. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to
state standards. Essential Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Get ready to be dazzled! This lively reference book for the younger set introduces a fascinating
variety of Earth’s rocks, minerals, gemstones, fossils, and shells--from granite to gold, marble
to malachite, and conchs to clams. Discover how rocks are formed, the three kinds of rocks,
and the difference between rocks and minerals. Learn how rocks and minerals are used in art,
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architecture, industry, and science. Then journey to the oceans to explore seashells and the
amazing animals that once inhabited them. Packed with more than 200 stunning photos,
including closeups of each specimen, this colorful book showcases breathtaking natural sites
such as the Giant’s Causeway and human-built structures such as the Great Wall of China.
Filled with fun facts and designed for interactive learning, the Little Kids First Big Book of
Rocks, Minerals, and Shells is sure to become a favorite with young rock and shell collectors
and their parents!
NAMED A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF 2017#1 New York Times and #1 Wall
Street Journal bestseller! A five-hundred-year-old legend. An ancient curse. A stunning
medical mystery. And a pioneering journey into the unknown heart of the world's densest
jungle. Since the days of conquistador Hernán Cortés, rumors have circulated about a lost city
of immense wealth hidden somewhere in the Honduran interior, called the White City or the
Lost City of the Monkey God. Indigenous tribes speak of ancestors who fled there to escape
the Spanish invaders, and they warn that anyone who enters this sacred city will fall ill and die.
In 1940, swashbuckling journalist Theodore Morde returned from the rainforest with hundreds
of artifacts and an electrifying story of having found the Lost City of the Monkey God-but then
committed suicide without revealing its location. Three quarters of a century later, bestselling
author Doug Preston joined a team of scientists on a groundbreaking new quest. In 2012 he
climbed aboard a rickety, single-engine plane carrying the machine that would change
everything: lidar, a highly advanced, classified technology that could map the terrain under the
densest rainforest canopy. In an unexplored valley ringed by steep mountains, that flight
revealed the unmistakable image of a sprawling metropolis, tantalizing evidence of not just an
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undiscovered city but an enigmatic, lost civilization. Venturing into this raw, treacherous, but
breathtakingly beautiful wilderness to confirm the discovery, Preston and the team battled
torrential rains, quickmud, disease-carrying insects, jaguars, and deadly snakes. But it wasn't
until they returned that tragedy struck: Preston and others found they had contracted in the
ruins a horrifying, sometimes lethal-and incurable-disease. Suspenseful and shocking, filled
with colorful history, hair-raising adventure, and dramatic twists of fortune, THE LOST CITY OF
THE MONKEY GOD is the absolutely true, eyewitness account of one of the great discoveries
of the twenty-first century.
Today, most castles are in ruins. Many of these once magnificent buildings were built on
hilltops overlooking rivers, harbours and towns. In peacetime, castles were crowded, bustling
communities. During wartime, they became safe strongholds for the people who lived in them.
The most important people who lived in the castles were the lords and their knights.
Travel to ancient Egypt to learn all about its amazing pyramids in this new National Geographic
Kids Reader. The Level 1 text provides accessible, yet wide-ranging, information for beginning
readers about these amazing wonders of the world and their importance today. --Publisher.
A sphinx is a mythical creature that has a human’s head and a lion’s body. In Ancient Egypt,
the sphinx is believed to guard and protect the Pharaohs so it comes as no surprise that you
will see its giant statue near a pyramid, a Pharaoh’s burial place. Learn more fun facts about
the Great Sphinx of Giza. Grab a copy today!
This fun, fact-filled book for kids ages 6-9 is the ultimate guide to Ancient Egypt, from pharaohs
to mummies. Entertaining and educating young readers through a combination of close-up
images, quirky trivia facts, quiz questions, and fascinating tidbits, it's the perfect book for any
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kid who can't get enough of this remarkable civilization. How big was the Egyptian Empire?
Why was the Nile so important? How were mummies made? Find out the answers to these
questions and more in DKfindout! Ancient Egypt, which features photographs of artifacts and
relics, as well as maps and illustrations depicting the structure of Egyptian society, from
famous pharaohs to common farmers, and the extent of their civilization. This book explores
every facet of Ancient Egypt's iconic culture, including its many gods and goddesses, its
hieroglyphic writing system, and its most well-known landmarks, like pyramids, obelisks, and
sphinxes. From papyrus to pottery, DKfindout! Ancient Egypt details this civilization's lasting
impact in a unique and fun way. Vetted by educational consultants, the DKfindout! series
drives kids ages 6-9 to become experts on more than 30 of their favorite STEM- and historyrelated subjects, whether Vikings, volcanoes, or robots. This series covers the subjects that
kids really want to learn about-ones that have a direct impact on the world around them, like
climate change, space exploration, and rapidly evolving technology-making learning fun
through amazing images, stimulating quizzes, and cutting-edge information. The DKfindout!
series is one that kids will want to turn to again and again.
From the Great Pyramid and the Valley of the Kings to the Nile River and Cleopatra, kids can
discover all they have ever wanted to know about this ancient civilization in this reference jampacked with 1,000 fascinating facts. Full color.
The Mayans are remembered today for their beautiful pyramid temples. But this ancient
civilization had many other innovations! This fact-filled title explores the underground
reservoirs, rubber creations, and astronomy studies of ancient Maya. Engaging text and vivid
images combine with special features such as profiles of gods and leaders, a cause and effect
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graphic, a time and place matrix, and a timeline to take readers on a journey to the past!

Why were mummies mummified? These mysterious corpses provide a
fascinating window on the past of cultures worldwide. Mummies has plenty of
ghoulish intrigue to keep young readers reading. This irresistible title provides the
solid science behind the myths and guarantees a successful and rewarding
reading experience for kids at level 2. Mummies is a compelling combination of
fun, facts, jokes and captivating photography. National Geographic supports K-12
educators with ELA Common Core Resources. Visit
www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for more information.
Is there is such a thing as a mummy?s curse? How were the ancient pyramids
built? What did the pharaohs do all day? All of these questions?and more?will be
answered in this fun activity book. Kids will feel like real-life archaeologists when
they solve puzzles and try activities about: famous pharaohs like King Tut and
Ramses; gods like Osiris and Anubis; what the Egyptians believed about the
afterlife; tools and laborers used to build the pyramids; tomb treasures like
pottery, paintings, and hieroglyphics; Egypt- and mummy-related Halloween
costume ideas; and more! With this book by their sides, kids will find themselves
transported to a world of powerful gods, mysterious ceremonies, and glorious
treasures.
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Dig into the amazing past of ancient Egypt in this new Level 3 Reader from
National Geographic Kids. From pyramids and mummies to pharaohs and gods,
kids will learn all about the history and culture of this fascinating land. Level 3 text
provides accessible yet wide-ranging information for fluent readers. The expertvetted text, along with brilliant photos and a fun approach to reading have proved
to be a winning formula with kids, parents, and educators.
Get kids reading with cool information about the subjects that interest them the
most. National Geographic Readers are high-interest, exciting, and easy to read.
The latest in the series, Titanic is no exception. Just in time for the 100th
anniversary of the Olympic-class passenger liner's ill-fated journey, this title is
replete with brilliant photographs and exclusive in-depth coverage including Bob
Ballard's 1985 discovery. Brought to you only as National Geographic can, the
industrial feat of the powerful ship, the tragedy of the wreckage, and the
fascinating stories of survival bring the historical significance of the Titanic to a
new audience in this level 3 reader.
From dazzling gemstones to sparkling crystals to molten lava, this brilliantly
illustrated book introduces children to the exciting world of rocks and minerals,
including both the building blocks and the bling. This level two reader, written in
easy-to-grasp text, will help cultivate the geologists of tomorrow! This highPage 10/11
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interest, educationally vetted series of beginning readers features the magnificent
images of National Geographic, accompanied by texts written by experienced,
skilled children's book authors. The inside back cover of the paperback edition is
an interactive feature based upon the book. Level 1 books reinforce the content
of the book with a kinesthetic learning activity. In Level 2 books readers complete
a Cloze letter, or fun fill-in, with vocabulary words. Releases simultaneously in
Reinforced Library Binding: 978-1-4263-1039-3 , $13.90/$15.95 Can National
Geographic supports K-12 educators with ELA Common Core Resources. Visit
www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for more information. From the Trade
Paperback edition.
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